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Team
The tutorial is prepared by an interdisciplinary team of
speech language pathologists (SLPs), AI researchers, and
people who stutter. The tutorial will be presented by the
following team members:

J. Scott Yaruss is a professor of communicative sciences
and disorders at Michigan State University. A
board-certified SLP and specialist in stuttering, Dr. Yaruss
has published more than 125 peer-reviewed papers, as well
as more than 350 other publications, on stuttering. He has
also given roughly 1000 presentations (invited and
refereed) about stuttering and stuttering therapy.

Jia Bin is a person who stutters and a PhD student in
Communicative Sciences and Disorders at Michigan State
University. Jia received her M.A. in Secondary Education
and Speech Language Pathology. Jia is the co-founder of
StammerTalk, board member of World Stuttering Network,
National Stuttering Association chapter leader, and vice
president of the Spartan Stuttering Group.

Shaomei Wu is a person who stutters and the founder and
CEO of AImpower.org. Previously, she was a staff research
scientist at Meta AI. Shaomei frequently speaks and
organizes academia conferences on the topics of
accessibility and human-centered AI.

Nihar R. Mahapatra is a professor of electrical and
computer engineering at Michigan State University. He is a
principal investigator of an NSF grant on accessible and
fair voice-activated AI systems for people who stutter. He
has conducted research, published widely, and presented on
a number of AI topics including AI fairness in recruitment
and AI and the future of work.

Tutorial Description and Impact Statement
Introduction
Stuttering affects approximately 1% of the population
worldwide [3]. The condition is typically characterized by
the speech behaviors that people who stutter (PWS) may
exhibit, such as repetitions (“li-li-like this”), prolongations
(“lllllike this”), and blocks (“l—ike this”). Beyond these
observable “speech disfluencies,” many PWS also
experience significant reductions in their quality of life due
to the communication challenges that they face everyday
[25]. These difficulties are compounded by the responses of
listeners, who may react negatively to stuttered speech. In
fact, ample research has demonstrated that PWS regularly

face negative listener reactions, such as stigma [5] and
discrimination [6], which can affect all aspects of life,
including socializing with others [4], achieving educational
goals [7], and pursuing employment opportunities [8].

One increasingly common “listener” for people who stutter
(and all speakers) is the AI-powered, voice-activated
automated speech recognition (ASR) system [2]. With 90%
of the US adults familiar with voice-enabled products and
over 60% using them heavily, ASR systems have become a
ubiquitous part of today’s communication environment,
increasingly mediating our interactions with people,
organizations, and the environment [19]. Despite the
popularity and benefits of AI-powered ASRs for many
people, research has shown that ASRs have significant
difficulty in decoding stuttered speech, resulting in three to
four times higher word error rate (WER) compared to
non-stuttered speech [15]. In practice, ASRs may
misinterpret the speech of PWS, cut them off while they are
speaking, or simply be unable to provide valid responses.
The inability of ASR systems to work with stuttered speech
can exacerbate the communication difficulties that PWS
experience when interacting with smart speakers, in-car
navigation systems, AI-answered service phone lines, and
automated video interviews. Therefore, the increasing use
of ASRs without considering speech diversity further
disadvantages PWS, creating structural barriers for
them to fully participate in all aspects of life.

Impact Statement
While it is imperative to develop fair ASR systems for
people who stutter, we see two significant challenges with
the current technical approach. First,the characteristics of
stuttered speech, with its irregularities and unique temporal
pattern, defy many existing assumptions about human
speech that were built-in into current ASRs. Second, while
most existing ASR systems are designed to facilitate
information exchange, the subjective experience of
speaking is under-supported, demanding a paradigm
change in the design and evaluation of ASRs that is more
emphatic and less transactional. The purpose of this
tutorial is to provide necessary background information
about stuttering and the needs of people who stutter, to
drive research and engineering efforts to improve
automatic recognition of stuttered speech and therefore
increase access, fairness, and equity for people who
stutter when they interact with ASR systems.
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Tutorial Description
The tutorial will begin with (1) an interactive activity that
demonstrates the challenges of ASRs with stuttered speech,
and then provide (2) an overview of the typical
characteristics of stuttered speech, followed by (3) a
summary of helpful strategies that listeners–and AI
systems–can use to better understand and respond to people
who stutter. The tutorial will also describe (4) current
technologies for improving the understanding of stuttered
speech by ASRs. Finally, we will engage the participants in
(5) group working sessions to develop a
stakeholder-driven framework for inclusive and fair ASRs,
and brainstorm strategies and next steps. Additional details
about these components are provided below.

1. Interactive Activity: Experience Demo
As we anticipate that the majority of our participants would
be speech technology developers without prior experience
with stuttering, we will start the tutorial by sharing lived
experience of PWS with ASRs to set the context and build
empathy. In particular, we will play recorded speech of
PWS in real-world scenarios (e.g. phone calls) and have
both the participants and popular ASR systems transcribe
the speech. We will compare the transcriptions to better
understand the capacities and limits of current ASRs.

2. Characteristics of Stuttered Speech
Research over many years has sought to define and
describe the overt speech behaviors that characterize
stuttered speech (see review in [26]). Various categorization
schemes (e.g. [12, 18]) have been developed, based on how
listeners perceive interruptions in the flow of speech. While
existing schemes typically represent stuttering based on
seemingly distinct categories, in reality, disfluency types
often overlap (so-called “clustered” disfluencies; see [21])
or occur in patterns that are not easily described based on
canonical forms [10]. In order for ASRs to be able to
appropriately identify and account for stuttered speech
disruptions, it is necessary to ensure that the types of
disfluencies and their myriad complications are understood
[11]. This tutorial aims to provide a clear description of
stuttered speech characteristics in support of this effort.

3. Helpful Strategies for Listeners
Research has identified many ways that listeners can
improve their ability to understand stuttered speech, such as
allowing speakers enough time to speak and active
listening. These strategies can benefit ASRs as well. For
example, people who stutter frequently report being cut off
by the arbitrary time-limits of the response period allowed
by the ASR, and find ASRs attempt to guess the words
without fully listening to their messages. To address these
issues, ASRs could allow a variable and adaptive response
time that is consistent with the needs of an individual

speaker who stutters, and allows the speaker to express
their entire message. These adjustments to current ASRs
can not only increase the accuracy for decoding stuttered
speech, but also show respect to speakers who stutter.

4. Existing Technical Efforts
Current work on improving ASRs for stuttered speech has
primarily focused on: 1) collecting and curating datasets of
stuttered speech; 2) tuning existing ASR models to better
detect and recognize stuttering speech. In our tutorial, we
will first review existing datasets of stuttered speech (e.g.
FluencyBank [20], UCLASS [9], SEP-28K [15], and the
LibriStutter dataset with synthesized stutters [14]) and their
pros and cons [15]. We will also share current techniques
for better detecting stuttering events [1, 13, 14, 15, 22] and
transcribing stuttered speech [1, 11, 16, 17, 23]. We will
discuss the challenges with current approaches, and the gap
in measuring and improving stuttering users’ experience of
ASRs in real world scenarios [2]. We will advocate for the
epistemic shift to centering the subjective experience of
stuttering in the development of ASR systems.

5. Group Working Sessions
We will lead working sessions with all participants and
breakout groups to develop frameworks and roadmaps for
inclusive and fair ASRs.

1) Develop framework for inclusive and fair ASRs
We will hold a structured, interactive session that involves
participants in the analysis of the full AI life cycle in the
context of ASRs, including ASR design, development,
deployment, and evaluation. We will consider both
technical and social attributes of inclusive and fair ASRs to
develop guiding principles, guidelines, success criteria,
conformance standards, and metrics and benchmarks.

2) Brainstorm solutions and roadmap
We will divide the participants into breakout groups (with
at least one person who stutters in each group) to
brainstorm solutions and next steps to improve the
experience of PWS with ASRs. After sharing and
discussing the ideas with the big group, we will present a
set of design recommendations and a development roadmap
for inclusive and fair ASRs.

Timeline (Proposed Length: 90 mins)
1. (5 mins) Interactive: demo of ASRs
2. (20 mins) Characteristics of Stuttered Speech
3. (20 mins) Helpful Strategies for Listeners and AIs
4. (20 mins) Current Technical Work on Improving ASR

for Stuttered Speech
5. (20 mins) Group Working Sessions
➢ (10 mins) Stakeholder framework development
➢ (10 mins) Brainstorm in breakout groups

6. (5 mins) Reconvene and conclude
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